SURE Chapter report 2017/2018 – China

1) Co-organization of the 5th SURE Summer School

The SURE Summer School was firstly initiated by SURE and ECNU (East China Normal University) in August 13-16, 2011 organized by Prof. Juergen Breuste and Prof. Junxiang Li in Shanghai, China. Thereafter, the 2nd to 4th SURE Summer School were all held in ECNU, Shanghai organized by Prof. Breuste and Li. SURE-China Chapter helped to co-organize the 5th SURE Summer School July 3-8, 2017 in Salzburg organized by Prof. Juergen Breuste. Prof. Junxiang Li, the vice president and the Secretary-General of SURE-China, participated at the 5th SURE Summer School and gave lectures.

SURE Summer School in Hildesheim
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2) Support of ERASMUS+ project

SURE-China members Prof. Liangjun DA, Ji HAN and Junxiang LI (ECNU coordinator of the project) have visited the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava (STU) from October 16 to 23, 2017. The ERASMUS+ project was granted to STU and ECNU.
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3) Participation at the 9th IALE China Chapter conference

More than 30 SURE-China chapter members actively participated in the 9th IALE China chapter conference organized by Prof. Zhifeng WU, SURE China council member, from Guangzhou University from Nov. 9-11, 2017 in Guangzhou, China. SURE China member, Prof. Zhifeng WU, Weiqi ZHOU, Fanhua KONG, Junxiang LI, Jian PENG, etc., organized three sessions at the conference.
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4) Participation into the 18th annual conference of ESC

SURE-China chapter EC members Prof. Weiqi ZHOU and Junxiang LI organized a session entitled *Methods in Urban Ecological Research: Monitoring, Modelling and Assessment* at the 18th Annual Conference of the Ecological Society of China (ESC) from May 3 to 5, 2018 in Nanjing, China. There were totally 12 oral presentations and more than 80 participants.

**18th annual conference of ESC**
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5) The parallel 6th SURE Summer School in ECNU, Shanghai, China

SURE-China chapter and ECNU (East China Normal University) hosted the parallel 6th SURE Summer School which was successfully organized by Prof. Junxiang LI and Maros Finka from Oct. 15-19, 2018 in ECNU. The theme of the summer school is *From smart and eco to smart eco-cities*. More than 60 participants including 10 tutors and 55 students from China, Slovakia and Pakistan have participated at the summer school.
6th SURE-ECNU Summer School in Shanghai

The Sixth SURE-ECNU Summer School of Urban Ecology
10.14-10.19, 2018, Shanghai, China

6) The 2nd SURE-China Chapter Conference

The 2nd Conference of SURE-China and the 6th Urban Ecological Forum sponsored by SURE-China chapter and East China Normal University will be held from Dec. 7-9, 2018 in Shanghai, China. The theme of the conference is Ecological, Livable, Healthy and Sustainable City. More than 200 participants are expected to attend the conference.